Comet
The Performance Engineering Workspace
Simulation-Driven Design of Highly Engineered Products
 Capture & re-use the expertise of your analysts

 Maintain an audit trail of all design variants and
analysis iterations run to date in the Comet Project
 Automate analyses & either do more of them and/or
relieve engineers of their manual, error-prone tasks  Re-use “best practices” templates across widely
varying design configurations and geometries
 Get consistency in your simulation process & results
 Do live program reviews via the Comet Dashboard
Comet is a collaborative,
model-based engineering
environment that captures
your company’s engineering
best practices and enhances
your existing 3-D design and
engineering software tools
(both commercial and inhouse.) Comet Intelligent
Templates enable geometry
-independent multi-physics
modeling and simulation
process automation for
standard as well as complex
design analysis activities.
Comet enables individual engineers as well as cross
-functional product engineering teams to rapidly develop more innovative and
reliable products—starting
from early concept design
exploration through detailed design validation. The
key is linking product simulation activities to the relevant product performance
requirements via the Comet
Project Dashboard.
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Web Deployable Solutions Experts can create and publish
vetted simulation templates to
an internal web server and provide design engineers as well as
other engineering experts with
a faster, safer method of running standard analyses. The
easy to use, web-deployed user
interface is typically tailored to
a specific design application.

Step 1: The CAD part or assembly is tagged by
the designer or engineer, then imported into
Comet. Comet associates these tags with actions
within the template - finite element meshing
with variable mesh controls, assigning material
properties, defining joints for an Adams multibody dynamics simulation, applying loads and
boundary conditions for structural or thermal
analysis, etc.

An Integrated CAD / Multibody Dynamics / Structures
Conceptual Design Simulation Process
Comet Intelligent Templates facilitate the linking of discrete
simulation tasks into an automated process flow. This example
shows CAD import, meshing of one of the parts (arm) for flexible body analysis using MSC Adams, loads transfer and meshing
of a second part (boom) for stress analysis using MSC Nastran.

The 3-D geometry is parameterized and can be modified directly via the Comet Dashboard (see p.4). The CAD Update task recognizes modified parameters and automatically regenerates the
CAD geometry before proceeding. The analysis process then
proceeds without further user input.
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Comet offers bi-directional CAD adaptors for
Pro/ENGINEER, SolidWorks & NX as well as an
interface to SpaceClaim for importing and repurposing 3-D geometry from any source.
A Typical Comet Template
Step 2: This example stipulates that the “arm”
component in the assembly be represented as
a flexible body in the MSC Adams multibody
dynamic simulation. Therefore, it is meshed at
this point and submitted to MSC Nastran in
order to generate the modal neutral file (MNF)
required by Adams.

Step 4: The boom is meshed and the loads from MSC
Adams are applied. The template defines additional
information about material properties and boundary
conditions. A second
analysis is run, this
time to predict
displacements
and stresses
on
the
boom.

Step 3: Next, the template combines the modal neutral
file with the rest of the Adams assembly and runs a multibody dynamics simulation. Adams calculates reaction
forces and moments at the joints, which are passed
downstream to the structural model in the next step.

Comet Solutions currently provides
adaptors for Abaqus, ANSYS and MSC
Nastran for structural analysis; Thermal Desktop for thermal analysis; MSC Adams for multibody dynamics; MATLAB and Excel.

Step 5: Right - Comet supports both input and output of Microsoft Excel data. Here, calculated strains are output to a
spreadsheet and compared to measured strain gage data at
the same locations.

Step 6: Visualization of the simulation results is
the final step in the process. The engineer can
examine analysis results such as reaction forces,
deformed shape, stress, strain, temperature,
etc. Time dependent results can be animated.
Comet also maintains all native result files for
each analysis iteration so they can always be
viewed in 3rd party postprocessors, as required.

Template Reusability: Comet’s Intelligent Templates permit an engineer to explore a much wider range of changes to
the design topology. As shown here, a Comet Template can handle not only small permutations in the 3-D CAD design
geometry, but also dramatically different looking shapes as long as the new geometry is “tagged” in a similar fashion.
For example, both backhoe concepts shown below have a part labeled “boom.” Both booms are comprised of a material labeled “boom_material.” (Subsequent booms could be of the same or different material.) Both booms have similar attachment points. Therefore, a single template will produce similar stress plots, shown below.
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The Comet Dashboard, seen below, quickly indicates which analysis parameters successfully meet performance requirements (green), those which lie within a factor of safety (yellow), and those which fail to meet the targeted requirements (red). Additionally, dashboard variables can be defined and linked to geometry, allowing Comet to drive
parametric design studies on alternative design concepts, materials, etc.
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